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Executive Summary
Fintechs are disrupting banking as they release app-based digital platforms that  
upend how consumers think about financial management, from loans to stock 
trading to payments and beyond. Although the new entrants have seen rapid 
growth, they are just now discovering they’ve been missing a critical piece in their 
offering; the ability to translate those digital finances into and out of cash. Cash 
remains a vital payment method for many consumers, and cash access is table 
stakes when it comes to selecting a primary financial services provider.

This white paper provides valuable insights into the cash needs of consumers and  
how cash can play a crucial role as a differentiator for fintech firms seeking to build 
strong customer loyalty and preference. The paper, commissioned by Cardtronics, 
utilizes data obtained through a consumer survey conducted by PG Research & 
Advisory Services. 

Cash Isn’t Just Important, Cash Is Critical
Enabling cash-in and cash-out services is the killer mobile banking feature that 
separates the best digital financial accounts and services from the rest of the pack,  
per U.S. consumers surveyed for this study. The survey uncovered an intriguing 
narrative showcasing the importance of cash in a digital-first financial landscape: 
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•  12.5 to 15.0 million U.S. consumers use a non-traditional financial
services provider - not a traditional bank or credit union - for their
primary banking services

•  These consumers select financial accounts offering the best of both
digital and physical features because consumers need to move cash
in and out of their accounts

•  They need access to ATMs connected directly to their accounts using
an app, no cards required

•  This feature allows consumers to use their digital accounts for more
of their financial services needs and keep more money in them

Accelerate Uptake
Providing consumers with an easy way to connect  
cash to their preferred digital or mobile banking  
account can significantly increase active user growth  
and engagement of these services.  That’s what we  
found when we asked:  If you were able to use an ATM 
near you to put cash in or take money out of your  
online digital account, how would it impact your  
use of that service? 

The Sweet Spot in Banking
Our survey found that 50 to 60 million U.S. consumers use mobile banking 
applications of some form, including mobile banking apps from traditional banks 
and credit unionsi. We also found that 12.5-15.0 million consumers use some type 
of non-bank digital service as their primary financial services provider.  

The sweet spot in banking, new or traditional, is serving as a consumer’s primary 
financial account.  This account is where a consumer deposits her paycheck and 
spends her money on everything from a bar tab to a mortgage payment. Owning 
the consumer’s primary financial account provides the highest overall customer 
lifetime value (LTV), integrated into day-to-day payments, offering product cross-
selling opportunities, providing inexpensive funds through account balances,  
and more.  

31%      I would use this service more often
Figure 1: Q11, Digital Banking and Cash Access Consumer Survey, 2019
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Figure 2: Types of Financial Services Provider Used for Primary Banking
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Q1. What type of bank or financial service provider do you use for your primary banking, 
including where your payroll or benefits are deposited if you use direct deposit?

Mobile Applications Matter, But…
In our survey, consumers told us (Figure 3) that access to cash – getting cash out and 
putting cash into their accounts – was at the top of their ask list when choosing a 
financial account, even more valuable than a mobile banking or payment application.     

Figure 3: Important Features in Choosing a Primary Bank or Deposit Account
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The majority of banked households in the U.S. are active mobile 
banking users. According to a Morning Consult poll conducted for 
the American Bankers Association, 70% of U.S. bank account owners 
use a mobile device to access their bank account at least once per 
month ii. While mobile access is important, our survey respondents 
indicated that physical access, led by convenient ATM access, was 
most important when choosing a primary deposit account provider. 
In fact, nearly 70% of respondents said convenient, fee-free access 
to cash at an ATM was very or extremely important versus just 
over half saying the same about a mobile banking application for 
account management.

The reality of today’s digital-first banking world is that consumers 
want both virtual and physical, and gaining a competitive advantage 
in the battle for consumer dollars requires integrating digital 
account services with physical ATM access. Distributed, frictionless 
access to cash in a self-service environment completes the digital 
banking experience.     

70%
said convenient, fee-free 
access to cash at an ATM 
was very or extremely 
important
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Enhanced ATM Services Showcase 
Importance for Fintechs
Modern ATMs are sophisticated, self-service devices with capabilities way beyond 
simple cash withdrawals. In fact, the changing face of ATM services provides direct 
evidence of the importance of the channel in the future success of fintech platforms. 
Consumers are looking for ATMs that connect more seamlessly with app-enabled 
financial services and allow the devices to serve as the gateway to more digital  
payment opportunities. 

Our survey presented consumers with scenarios where they might use an ATM for 
non-banking services (Figure 4). For each potential enhancement or new service, survey 
respondents ranked the value of the offering. The results validated the importance of 
physical cash services, both cash-in and cash-out, for fintech firms and others seeking 
to enhance the value of their consumer offerings. 

Figure 4: Financial Apps and e-Wallets Installed by U.S. Consumers
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Q9. ATMs gain new features all the time. How valuable do you feel the following features 
would be if added to an ATM or self-service device convenient to you? 

These results illustrate significant built-in demand for cash-in and cash-out services 
across a wide array of use cases, well beyond the traditional checking account. Of 
particular interest to fintech platforms, two of the most highly sought after alternative 
ATM use cases were loading cash into and pulling cash out of digital wallets.
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had at least one financial app 
installed on their smartphone
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Meeting Demand to Build Market Share
American consumers love their financial service apps. Survey respondents 
overwhelmingly used at least one financial service app – 4 out of 5 had at least 
one financial app installed on their smartphone. Additionally, 85% of respondents 
indicated they “currently use an online non-bank financial service such as PayPal, 
Venmo, or Square Cash App to transfer money, pay for goods and services, or  
save money for later.”

Figure 5: Mobile apps and e-wallets 
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Q4. Which of the following mobile applications or e-wallets are 
currently installed on your smartphone? Select all that apply.

For all their embrace of financial technology, however, consumers are still largely  
tethered to traditional banks and credit unions for their primary financial relationship 
(Figure 6). According to our survey, just under 7% of respondents were using an 
online or digital-only bank to provide their primary financial account. In comparison, 
76% used a traditional bank or credit union with branches. 

85%
currently use an online non-bank 

financial service such as PayPal, 
Venmo, or Square Cash App to 

transfer money, pay for goods and 
services, or save money for later.
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Figure 6: Primary Banking Provider 

Q1. What type of bank or financial service provider do you use for your primary banking, 
including where your payroll or benefits are deposited if you use direct deposit?

While fintech firms can offer engaging experiences, interesting product alternatives, 
attractive pricing, nationwide scale, and more, the neobanks and alternative financial 
service providers, by definition, do not offer consumers a physical access option. Given 
the importance consumers place on physical access when selecting a bank, we wanted 
to understand what impact adding physical ATM access, for both withdrawals and 
deposits, could have on the usage of alternative financial offerings.

For the 85% of survey respondents who already have an account with a non-bank fintech 
(PayPal, Venmo, Square Cash, etc.), there was a clear desire to use the service more 
often and more fully. In fact, nearly one-third of respondents said they would use such a 
service more often than they do today, while 14% said they would start carrying a larger 
balance, and one in ten would move traditional banking services to the fintech option 
instead. Resoundingly, consumers are willing to shift behavior and consolidate more 
business with non-traditional financial services providers who offer a robust physical 
access method in the form of advanced ATMs. (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: ATM Access at Non-Bank Financial Service Providers: Existing Users

85% of consumers use these types of apps

Q11. Thinking about the online non-bank financial service you use today (PayPal, Venmo, etc.), 
what would be the impact on your use of that service if you could use ATMs near you to take cash 
out and load cash into your account? 

While the majority of consumers are already using non-bank financial services, for the 
15% of survey respondents not using such a service, adding ATM access is a powerful 
motivator to get started. Fully half of respondents indicated a willingness to try an 
alternative financial service that offered ATM access, with 31% saying they would 
“consider using” such a service, 16% indicating they would start using such a service, 
and 4% saying they would begin using the service and start moving some of their 
traditional banking to the new service (Figure 8).

Figure 8: ATM Access at Non-Bank Financial Service Providers: Prospective Users
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Q12. Thinking about an online non-bank financial service you could use (PayPal, Venmo, etc.), 
what would be the impact on your use of that service if you could use ATMs near you to take  
cash out of and load cash into your account?

Convenient physical access, in the form of full-function ATMs, can have an essential  
impact on fintechs seeking to deepen consumer relationships and establish a greater 
share of wallet. 
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The Potential for Mobile Cash Access
Mobile cash access, or card-free cash access, broadly describes a method 
for using an ATM through a smartphone app without the need for a 
traditional card. Mobile cash access may be implemented using several 
different methods, including using a one-time-use passcode delivered via 
the app, through tap-and-go using NFC (Near Field Communication), or by 
scanning a QR code.
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Survey respondents were asked about their familiarity with and use of mobile cash to 
determine the prevalence of use today and consumer opinion about this new access 
method. Among survey respondents, 10 percent are already using ATM mobile cash 
access, and 27 percent are familiar with it, leaving nearly two-thirds of consumers 
unaware of mobile interface options at the ATM. 

While current awareness of mobile cash access options proved 
to be understandably low, survey respondents were also asked 
to think about how mobile access options could fit into their 
ATM use. In all, 56 percent of respondents showed some level 
of interest in mobile cash access at the ATM, with 19 percent 
indicating preference or strong preference to use mobile cash 
while 37 percent indicated they might use it. These results show 
there is both a need to inform consumers about ATM access 
options available to them and significant potential for increased 
use among consumers.

For those consumers who have used some form of mobile cash 
access at the ATM, we wanted to understand the quality of the 
experience. While working with a relatively small sample given 
the low percentage of survey respondents who have used a 
mobile cash access option to date, survey respondents were 
universally happy with the experience. In fact, 53 percent of survey 
respondents who had used mobile cash access methods at an  
ATM were very satisfied and sought out these ATMs, with a further 
47 percent somewhat satisfied (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Impressions of Mobile Cash Access at the ATM

Q15. What has been the quality of your experience using your mobile phone 
instead of a card to get cash at an ATM?

Based on these responses, consumers who use mobile cash access methods at the ATM 
find the features to be reliable and frictionless. The critical takeaway for fintech firms, 
and others, is that card-free mobile cash access solutions at the ATM are satisfying and 
accepted, indicating consumer willingness to use the ATM in new ways and opening up 
new experience options that closely align with emerging fintech and digital accounts 
and products.
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Finding the Right Fit
Consumers want to pay how they want to pay – sometimes with a card or the tap 
of a phone to a tap-and-pay reader, sometimes with cash. According to the Federal 
Reserve’s Diary of Consumer Payment Choice, cash payments account for 35 percent 
of in-person payments and nearly 50 percent of payments under $10. U.S. consumers 
continue to demand cash and need a way to both get their cash from and deposit 
their cash into their financial accounts, whether those are traditional banks and credit 
unions or new-on-the-scene fintech services.

The challenge for fintech firms and branch-light traditional financial institutions is 
distribution. While loading an app to the App Store may open a fintech service to 
hundreds of millions of potential users, connecting those digital bits and bytes to 
real-life dollars and cents has not been easy. A viable solution for alternative financial 
service providers is tapping into third-party ATM networks.  

While there are multiple options to achieve ATM coverage, best-in-breed solutions offer 
design flexibility, proven distribution channels, and continuous technology investment 
in the ATM channel, including the ability to take in cash (not just dispense it) and 
provide a fully digital card-free interface via a mobile cash access strategy.

Figure 10: The Roadmap for Selecting an Enhanced ATM Network
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Meeting Consumer Demand Head-On 
Physical cash access (withdrawals and deposits) is the killer mobile banking feature 
that’s still missing from most financial services apps and fintech roadmaps. Consumers 
are clear about their demand for cash services and their desire to do more with 
the physical ATM channel. Service providers, both fintechs and traditional financial 
players, who seamlessly integrate a physical access strategy into their mobile-first 
financial platforms, will earn a considerable competitive advantage that, according to 
respondents, will deepen engagement and drive improvements in trial, preference,  
and usage.

Consumers are clear  
about their demand  
for cash services
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ATM Mobile Cash from Cardtronics
ATM Mobile Cash, from Cardtronics, provides the physical cash infrastructure consumers 
require of fintech solutions. Cardtronics is creating a nationwide network of ATM 
access points located in blue-chip retail locations, offering both cash-out and cash-in 
capabilities, all accessible through an easily integrated API. Built on a foundation of 
security and modern programming standards, the API bypasses traditional networks 
and provides direct connections to partner systems. Seamlessly dropped into host apps, 
consumers interact with the ATM through the native app interface they are used to.

For consumers seeking to pull funds from a digital wallet or other accounts, the ATM 
Mobile Cash experience is quick and intuitive: 

1.  Open wallet app and
select an ATM

2.  Set withdrawal amount
($60) and submit

3.  Receive single use
numeric transaction code

apPay apPay

4.  Tap mobile transaction on the ATM screen 5.  Enter phone number (account number)
and transaction code
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6.  Cash is dispensed 7.  Text message receipt delivered

apPay MOBILE CASH

Mobile Cash ATM Receipt

Amount: $80.00

Account: Checking (3568)

Date: 02/06/2020

Location Leading Pharmacy
123 Main Street

ATM ID: AB456789

With the ability to both withdraw funds and load cash into virtually any digital account, 
ATM Mobile Cash opens the cash ecosystem and cash-preferred consumers to a host 
of digital and app-based accounts and services. Examples include:

•  Gig economy workers paid through their app can use the app as a store of
value, pulling out cash as needed for daily living

•  Digital lenders and insurance firms providing cash access to lines of credit,
payouts, and new loans

•  Billers accepting cash payments, potentially with real-time credit

•  Social payment apps allowing consumers to share cash virtually, both cashing
out and loading cash into their accounts.
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i.  Mobile Banking: A Closer Look at Survey Measures Accessible Data, Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System, March 2018

ii.  Morning Consult American Bankers Association survey, September 2018; https://www.
aba.com/about-us/press-room/press-releases/survey-93-rate-banks-online-and-mobile-
app-experience-highly

Appendix
Survey of 500 representative U.S. consumers conducted July 2019.

Q1: What type of bank or financial service provider do you use for your primary banking, including 
where your payroll or benefits are deposited if you use direct deposit?

A1: A traditional bank or credit union with branches 379 75.8%

A2: An online or digital-only bank with few/no branches 34 6.8%

A3: An investment bank (ex: Goldman Sachs or Charles Schwab) 5 1.0%

A4: A prepaid card/payroll card offered through my employer 3 0.6%

A5: A prepaid card account I purchased myself 
(ex: American Express or Netspend)

10 2.0%

A6: PayPal 54 10.8%

A7: None of the above 15 3.0%

500 100%

Q2: Rate the importance of the following features/attributes when deciding who to bank with for your 
primary banking or deposit account.
Q2.1: Convenient, fee-free access to cash through an ATM

A1: Not at all important 10 2.1%

A2: Low importance 5 1.0%

A3: Slightly important 14 2.9%

A4: Neutral 39 8.0%

A5: Moderately important 80 16.5%

A6: Very important 107 22.0%

A7: Extremely important 230 47.4%

Q2.2: Convenient locations to deposit cash
A1: Not at all important 16 3.3%

A2: Low importance 13 2.7%

A3: Slightly important 9 1.9%

A4: Neutral 60 12.4%

A5: Moderately important 100 20.6%

A6: Very important 113 23.3%

A7: Extremely important 174 35.9%

Q2.3: Mobile banking application to manage my account
A1: Not at all important 36 7.4%

A2: Low importance 25 5.2%

A3: Slightly important 18 3.7%

A4: Neutral 54 11.1%
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A5: Moderately important 87 17.9%

A6: Very important 83 17.1%

A7: Extremely important 182 37.5%

Q2.4: Mobile payment app that lets me pay with my phone
A1: Not at all important 74 15.3%

A2: Low importance 42 8.7%

A3: Slightly important 31 6.4%

A4: Neutral 73 15.1%

A5: Moderately important 66 13.6%

A6: Very important 93 19.2%

A7: Extremely important 106 21.9%

Q2.5: Convenient branch locations
A1: Not at all important 15 3.1%

A2: Low importance 8 1.6%

A3: Slightly important 12 2.5%

A4: Neutral 51 10.5%

A5: Moderately important 98 20.2%

A6: Very important 100 20.6%

A7: Extremely important 201 41.4%

Q3: Please order the features/attributes of your primary banking or deposit account provider 
according to what is MOST important to you. Rank from most to least important.
Q3.1: Convenient, fee-free access to cash through an ATM

A1: first 109 22.5%

A2: second 130 26.8%

A3: third 122 25.2%

A4: fourth 65 13.4%

A5: fifth 59 12.2%

Q3.2: Convenient locations to deposit cash
A1: first 61 12.6%

A2: second 121 24.9%

A3: third 121 24.9%

A4: fourth 106 21.9%

A5: fifth 76 15.7%

Q3.3: Mobile banking application to manage my account
A1: first 126 26.0%

A2: second 67 13.8%

A3: third 76 15.7%

A4: fourth 130 26.8%

A5: fifth 86 17.7%

Q3.4: Mobile payment app that lets me pay with my phone
A1: first 38 7.8%

A2: second 73 15.1%

A3: third 46 15.7%

A4: fourth 105 21.6%

A5: fifth 193 39.8%
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Q3.5: Convenient branch locations
A1: first 151 31.1%

A2: second 94 19.4%

A3: third 90 18.6%

A4: fourth 79 16.3%

A5: fifth 71 14.6%

Q4: Which of the following mobile applications or e-wallets are currently installed on your 
smartphone? Select all that apply.

A1:  My traditional bank or credit union’s mobile banking app  
[@bankwallet]

249 49.8%

A2:  My online-only or digital bank’s mobile banking app [@digbankwallet] 75 15.0%

A3: My investment bank’s mobile banking app [@investwallet] 29 5.8%

A4: Apple Pay [@applepay] 53 10.6%

A5: Samsung Pay [@samsungpay] 31 6.2%

A6: Google Pay [@googlepay] 54 10.8%

A7: PayPal [@paypal] 284 56.8%

A8: Venmo [@venmo] 63 12.6%

A9: Cash App/Square [@cashapp] 36 7.2%

A10: Zelle [@zelle] 34 6.8%

A11: My prepaid card/account app [@prepaidwallet] 21 4.2%

A12: None of the above [@nowallet] 111 22.2%

500 100.0%

Q5: You indicated you have a mobile banking app or other e-wallet on your smartphone. Have you 
ever used it to make a payment at a physical store (tap to pay or QR code to pay at checkout)? Exclude 
use of store-specific apps like Starbucks.

A1: Yes 145 37.3%

A2: No 244 62.7%

389 100.00%

Q6: How often, on average, do you use your mobile banking app or e-wallet to make payments in 
a physical store (tap to pay or QR code to pay at checkout)? Exclude use of store-specific apps like 
Starbucks.

A1: At least once a day 7 4.8%

A2: A few times a week 43 29.7%

A3: Once a week 23 15.9%

A4: A few times a month 35 24.1%

A5: Once a month 10 6.9%

A6: Less than once a month 26 17.9%

A7: Do not use it at all 1 0.7%

145 100.00%
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Q7: You indicated you use your mobile banking app or e-wallet less than once each month or not at all 
to make payments in a physical store (tap to pay or QR code to pay at checkout). Why is that? Select 
all that apply.

A1: I find it difficult to use my phone to make payments 3 11.1%

A2: I have the app installed, but haven’t set it up yet 0 0.0%

A3: Few stores allow me to use my phone to make payments 9 33.3%

A4: I prefer other methods of payment, like cards or cash 12 44.4%

A5:  I’m concerned about the security of using my phone to  
make payments

6 22.2%

A6: I don’t know where I can use my phone to make payments 3 11.1%

A7: None of the above 4 14.8%

27 100.0%

Q8: Have you used a store-specific mobile app/mobile wallet to make a purchase in that store? An 
example is using the Starbucks app to purchase coffee at Starbucks without using your cash or a card.

A1: Yes, I use such apps frequently 61 12.2%

A2: Yes, I use such apps occasionally 83 16.6%

A3: Yes, but I use such apps rarely 44 8.8%

A4: Yes, but only once or twice 30 6.0%

A5: No, I have not used such an app 282 56.4%

500 100.0%

Q9: ATMs gain new features all the time. How valuable do you feel the following features would be if 
added to an ATM or self-service device convenient to you?
Q9.1: Redeem cash for rewards points (ex: get cash for airline miles)

A1: Not at all valuable 43 8.6%

A2: Low value 23 4.6%

A3: Slightly valuable 26 5.2%

A4: Neutral 113 22.6%

A5: Moderately valuable 116 23.2%

A6: Very valuable 88 17.6%

A7: Extremely valuable 91 18.2%

Q9.2: Load cash to an online shopping destination/online store to make later purchases
A1: Not at all valuable 68 13.6%

A2: Low value 44 8.8%

A3: Slightly valuable 42 8.4%

A4: Neutral 108 21.6%

A5: Moderately valuable 112 22.4%

A6: Very valuable 66 13.2%

A7: Extremely valuable 60 12.0%

Q9.3: Add cash into an online/mobile wallet provider such as PayPal, Venmo, etc.
A1: Not at all valuable 40 8.0%

A2: Low value 17 3.4%

A3: Slightly valuable 24 4.8%

A4: Neutral 96 139.2%
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A5: Moderately valuable 132 16.4%

A6: Very valuable 91 18.2%

A7: Extremely valuable 100 20.0%

Q9.4: Redeem cash from an unused store gift card
A1: Not at all valuable 33 6.6%

A2: Low value 10 2.0%

A3: Slightly valuable 20 4.0%

A4: Neutral 81 16.2%

A5: Moderately valuable 106 21.2%

A6: Very valuable 99 19.8%

A7: Extremely valuable 151 30.2%

Q9.5: Buy or sell cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin
A1: Not at all valuable 187 37.4%

A2: Low value 70 14.0%

A3: Slightly valuable 33 6.6%

A4: Neutral 94 18.8%

A5: Moderately valuable 42 8.4%

A6: Very valuable 35 7.0%

A7: Extremely valuable 39 7.8%

Q9.6: Take cash out of an online/mobile wallet provider such as PayPal, Venmo, etc.
A1: Not at all valuable 33 6.6%

A2: Low value 17 3.4%

A3: Slightly valuable 23 4.6%

A4: Neutral 102 20.4%

A5: Moderately valuable 100 22.0%

A6: Very valuable 100 20.0%

A7: Extremely valuable 125 25%

Q9.7: Transfer cash to a friend without the need for a card or account
A1: Not at all valuable 46 9.2%

A2: Low value 29 5.8%

A3: Slightly valuable 22 4.4%

A4: Neutral 112 22.4%

A5: Moderately valuable 110 22.0%

A6: Very valuable 84 16.8%

A7: Extremely valuable 97 19.4%

Q9.8: Take cash out of an existing line of credit or personal loan
A1: Not at all valuable 69 13.8%

A2: Low value 37 7.4%

A3: Slightly valuable 28 5.6%

A4: Neutral 137 27.4%

A5: Moderately valuable 97 19.6%

A6: Very valuable 68 13.6%

A7: Extremely valuable 63 12.6%
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Q9.9: Take cash from an existing bank account using only your mobile phone (no card needed)
A1: Not at all valuable 46 9.2%

A2: Low value 29 5.8%

A3: Slightly valuable 22 4.4%

A4: Neutral 112 22.4%

A5: Moderately valuable 117 23.4%

A6: Very valuable 81 16.2%

A7: Extremely valuable 93 18.6%

Q10: Do you currently use an online non-bank financial service such as PayPal, Venmo, or Square Cash 
App to transfer money, pay for goods and services, or save money for later?

A1: Yes 426 85.2%

A2: No 74 14.8%

500 100.0%

Q11: Thinking about the online non-bank financial service you use today (PayPal, Venmo, etc.), what 
would be the impact on your use of that service if you could use ATMs near you to take cash out and 
load cash into your account?

A1: I would start using this service more often 132 31.0%

A2:  I would use similar services less often if they did not provide  
this feature

25 5.9%

A3: I would carry a larger balance in this account/with this service 60 14.1%

A4:  I would replace some or all of my traditional banking with this  
account/service

47 11.0%

A5: My use of the account/service would not change 179 42.0%

A6: My use of the account/service would decline 14 3.3%

A7: None of the above 65 15.3%

426 100.0%

Q12: Thinking about an online non-bank financial service you could use (PayPal, Venmo, etc.), what 
would be the impact on your use of that service if you could use ATMs near you to take cash out of 
and load cash into your account?

A1: I would consider using this service if it offered this feature 24 32.4%

A2: I would start using, for the first time, a service that offered this feature 12 16.2%

A3:  I would replace some or all of my traditional banking with this  
account/service

3 4.1%

A4: There would be no change – I would not use one of these services 38 51.4%

74 100.0%

Q13: Some financial institutions allow you to use a mobile banking application or e-wallet to get cash 
at an ATM using only your phone instead of using your debit card. Are you familiar with this feature?

A1: Yes, I have USED this feature 47 9.4%

A2: Yes, I am familiar but have NOT used this feature 135 27.0%

A3: No, I am not familiar 291 58.2%

A4: I don’t know 27 5.4%

500 100.0%
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Q14: What was the process like when you used your mobile phone to get cash at the ATM? Did you…
A1: Tap/touch your phone on a reader or pad at the ATM 19 40.4%

A2: Scan a QR code displayed on the ATM screen 14 29.8%

A3:  Enter a number code at the ATM provided through your phone/app 9 19.1%

A4: Other 5 10.6%

47 100.0%

Q15: What has been the quality of your experience using your mobile phone instead of a card to  
get cash at an ATM?

A1: Loved it, I use it as often as possible 25 53.2%

A2: Liked it, I use it from time to time 22 46.8%

A3: Did not like the experience 0 0.0%

A4: It did not work for me 0 0.0%

47 100.0%

Q16: Would you prefer using your mobile banking app or e-wallet app on your phone to get cash  
at an ATM, no need for a card, if it was available to you?

A1: Strongly prefer, would use it often 38 8.4%

A2: Prefer, would use it 51 11.3%

A3: Unsure, I might use it 166 36.6%

A4: Would use it only if I didn’t have my card with me 67 14.8%

A5: Would never use it 69 15.2%

A6: I don’t use any mobile applications for my financial services 62 13.7%

453 100.0%

Q17: Thinking about how you could get cash at an ATM using your smartphone, whether you have 
done so or not, how would you prefer the experience to work?

A1: Tap phone on a pad or reader on the ATM 77 15.4%

A2: Open app and scan a QR code on the ATM 108 21.6%

A3: Receive a code in your app to enter at the ATM 78 15.6%

A4: Receive a code by text message to enter at the ATM 78 15.6%

A5: I will NOT use my phone to get cash at the ATM 159 31.8%

500 100.0%
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